This paper focuses on the rapidly-changing, hybrid face of Istanbul in light of the dichotomy between essential spiritual traditions and complex monetary relations and their ability to synthesise by means of intermediate forms. In this article, I ask the question of how the money economy has reformed the spiritual background of the city-which once was associated with the refulgent silhouette of the imperial periods-through the film A Run for Money (1999). This film depicts the complicated confrontation between past and future, between spiritual heritage and change, as well as between value and money. According to this film's scenario, one day, Selim, the stranger-the protagonist who plays a wellbehaved and honest merchant-finds a bag of money and succumbs to its evil, changing his life entirely. This transformation thus reveals, not only the story of a man but also the socio-urban experience of the city.
Introduction: The Story

A Run for Money
2 is a Turkish drama which was directed by Reha Erdem in 1999. Even though there are three prominent characters in the film-Selim, Ayla (Selim's wife) and Nihal (Selim's neighbour)-, its chain of events mainly fictionalises around Selim, the tragic hero. Selim is a middle-class family man who spends his time equally between his store and his home. He has a men's clothing store in Beyoglu-which is also known as Pera-and lives in a rented house. He dreams of being a homeowner; nevertheless, he never shows a tendency towards undeserved gain and unjust enrichment. He knows, as he himself mentions, that 'money does not come easily.' He does not make concessions on his established ethical principles about saving, honesty, and moderation.
Metaphorically, all these make up the moral compass with which he guides his entire life. 2) The original Turkish title is Kac Para Kac.
3) This and all other visual images used throughout this article were taken from the film, A Run for Money.
One day, however, his life changes when he enters a taxi cab. He finds a bag forgotten by the previous passenger. This bag is full of American dollars-enough money for him to change his life entirely. He oscillates between taking the bag for his own and maintaining his previous values.
This may be interpreted as being an example of the primordial dilemma between worldliness and morality. Firstly, even though he attempts to find the owner of the bag, he is never able to do so. Then, he-albeit rather indecisively-keeps it. Eventually, he begins to exchange the dollars for Turkish liras. The more Selim spends, the more he loses his principles. He is consequently surrounded both by bad luck and destructive events. Since he cannot harmonise and normalise these two One could argue that A Run for Money should be seen as "a research film." In this film, money is always at the centre of the frame/story, with Selim, the stranger, representing the experimental subject that is continuously forced to choose amongst different stimuli and variablesbetween money and spirituality, between tradition and modernity, between the past and the future. The director fictionalises and conducts the experiment, perhaps, in order to judge the experimental subject while the viewers observe the director's reactions towards the tests. And the laboratory-which is also one of the most seductive variables-is Istanbul itself. It is especially significant that, even though the film captures various towns and places in the city, it is mainly shot in Beyoglu.
The Filming Location and its Meanings
Beyoglu, which is a very remarkable town in terms of cinematographic aesthetic and socio-historical experience, is a reference, not only to just another ordinary spatiality, but also to a catastrophic dilemma between earthly pleasures and spiritual life; between the secular Republic and the religious Empire; and between desires and values. Thus, Beyoglu has symbolic links that make the dichotomy concrete, obvious and analysable.
It symbolises Europe and, at the same time, the ideal civilisation of From this point-of-view, Beyoglu can be interpreted as a place of confrontation and fragmentation between opposite characters, experiences and values. These are probably some of the reasons why the director preferred to capture the ambience of Beyoglu for the purpose of reflecting these urban dichotomies in particular.
Analytical Approach
Seeing as "fragmented life tends to be lived in episodes," In the sight of the director, money is the best object with which to reveal the essence of the dualism between material and moral parameters. What I do claim, though, is that earthly expectations and holy principles, even though not spatially and temporally segregated, paradoxically do not contrast with one another in modern Istanbul. This film also portrays the fact that Istanbulites ignore neither the inherited values of the city nor the rules of the money economy. Instead, theyexcept for the strangers-are somehow able to digest every contradiction and antagonism they are faced with. The stranger's existence, however, is, in my opinion, an exception which destroys this reverse harmony.
Besides, the price of having this role is a tragic loneliness-a loneliness both in believing and in acting. rather, the film is primarily filmed either from high or low angles.
According to the allegory, low camera angles may imply worldliness, whereas high camera angles remind the viewer of the divine eye that watches everything from "upon high." The sharp tones and high-contrasts in colours in the film also highlight the same opposition.
According to Taburoglu, a spirituality, even though it corresponds mostly with religious values, it can also find expression in non-religious feelings and impulses. 20 Furthermore, it can be revealed in everyday life as well as in organised rituals. In parallel with this particular nature of spirituality, Selim cannot be interpreted as being a complete "religious" character in the film.
Rather, his relationship to spiritual and moral values is based mainly on his personal conscience and business ethics.
The First Episode
The film begins with an image of an American dollar that drops out of the sky onto the ground. Synchronously, the opening scene is filled with the screams of seagulls, the characteristic sounds of Istanbul. Then, the dollar is seen on the ground, which is then taken by an unknown person just before the opening credits are shown. The credits are attached to some photograph-like frames with cross-cuttings. These frames display the fluid nature of the money passing from hand to hand every two seconds. The money in this scene flows in swift and staccato rhythms. Thus, the director reflects the constant, fluxing nature of money, which is one of the most dynamic characteristic of the city. 21 In this scene, money changes hands, but is always there! This is because it is an actus purus. This means a 'pure act,' and is extracted from Thomas Aquinas's philosophy (Dubray, 1907) . It also refers to an absolute, complete and perfect competence (Hancerlioglu 1976, 21) . Interestingly, this concept, which refers to the existence of God, instead refers to money in modern urban life (Simmel 2004, 517) . Money, just like God -or, to use the Aristotelian term, the Unmoved Mover (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2013) -is both a constant and fluid vehicle at the same time (Simmel 2004, 515) .
Fig. 4.
Money dropping out of the sky. This is a metaphor for God's sending a test.
The music that the director prefers to use during this opening continues for one minute. It recalls verbal forms of Zikr 23 to mind. The prologue, which is improved with the short, yet sharp, cuts and close shots, provides some clues regarding the mise en scène of the film.
Accordingly, the theme of the film is money; its style is dynamic and fluid and its story is full of unpredictable surprises and details. The director does not apply cut-away shots in order not to paralyse the cinematic continuity; thus, he is able to hold the viewers' attention throughout the film. At the end of the prologue, the American dollar transforms into a Turkish lira; then, it appears in Selim's cash drawer.
Finally, the money that dropped out of the sky and landed on the ground is now ready to be spent.
However, in this episode, Selim, the naïve stranger, does not really 23) Zikr (or Dhikr) is an Arabic word meaning "remembrance (of Allah)." This is performed especially by those who have followed the Sufi path for many years. There are three types: practical Zikr (Zikr-e Faily), verbal Zikr (Zikr-e Lisani), and silent Zikr (Zikr-e Khafi or Qalbi Zikr). Verbal Zikr is performed with the accompaniment of some musical instruments. This is especially true of the Mawlawiyya and Jarrahiya Sufi schools, which are both very common in Istanbul. 31 This background has largely formed the architectural and social character of the city. 32 The spiritual aura of the city is so powerful that, in spite of some minor transformations, even the secular Republican regime could not destroy it entirely. Selim also conforms to the atmosphere. Even if he has very limited opportunities, he is content with what he has. As stated, he has modest desires, but never resorts to illegal and unethical solutions. He has some debts that must be paid. He knows that he has to work hard and that there are rigid rules of commerce which he has to comply with and always 31) "Few people consistently used one name for the city. Other names, epithets and abbreviations include: Stambul, Estambol, Kushta, Gosdantnubolis, Tsarigrad, Rumiyya al-kubra, New Jarusalem, the City of Pilgrimage, the City of Saints, the House of the Caliphate, the Throne of the Sultane, the House of the State, the Gate of Happiness, the Eye of the World, the Refuge of the Universe..." (Mansel 2006, xi Selim reads a newspaper on a bench in the park. First, Nihal comes and makes advances on him. Afterwards, however, children's shouts are heard. At that moment, their parents break up the fight and ask them why they are fighting. One of the children says, "I found money!"; another one claims, "No, I found it!" At first glance, nobody knows how much money they have found. "How terrible! You should not fight over a few coins," says one of the parents. But later, they realise that it is not a few coins, but a one hundred dollar banknote. According to Selim, they should look for its owner; the two other women who preached to the children not long ago, on the other hand, now attempt to appropriate the money for themselves. This demonstrates the common tendency for money to alter one's moral strictures; the more money, the more it gains strength and dominance over morality. At the end of the sequence, Selim, who does not join the others in haggling over the bill, is criticised by Nihal for being "so honest." An innuendo is made here about women as well. The three women in the park play the devil's advocate, whereas Selim-the only manrefuses the "opportunity." More obviously, what this scene implies is that women have more of a tendency towards earthly pleasures than men do in the city. This argumentative implication is depicted, not only in this scene, but also throughout the film. Accordingly, women are portrayed as weaker, worldlier, and more seductive than men. In other words, women are not evil themselves; nonetheless, they are reflected as being roads towards evil. That is why Selim is tested both by women and money. He passes this small test but may go astray after being confronted by more serious tests. In the last instance, no one has a "stable" and "pure" existence. This is what the film aims to underline, and what the God-like director tries to prove and manifest. Now, it is high time to learn the difference between "being a good person" and "behaving well." As Selim tells his apprentice, "let us see, which one is easier: being or acting."
The Second Episode
The thunder and rain which are depicted on a relatively common day in the film imply that something extraordinary is about to occur. Selim closes his store. He tries to hail a taxi, but it drives straight past. Why?
Because the director, as can be seen at the end of the scene, fictionalises and seals Selim's fate in this way. Because he cannot take a taxi, he goes According to these details, which are illuminated using a technique that reminds us of Film Noir, it is easily understood that Selim is confused and that AR is worried. The scene shows how the money 33) We, the viewers, never learn the exact name of the man. According to a report in a newspaper that Selim reads, the previous taxi passenger's initials are "AR. For instance, in one scene, which is one of the best metaphorical expressions in the film, Selim breaks an angel bauble when attempting to pull the briefcase out from under the nightstand. He tries to fix the bauble, which symbolises purity and holiness; after gluing the bauble together, though, he puts it amongst the banknotes on the This, however, is not true. Nobody knows what Selim really keeps and feels. Each step that he takes towards worldliness produces more needs, which, as Lefebvre posits, seems like a well-defined gap. 48 Needs and earthly pleasures are continuously re-stimulated as soon as they are fulfilled and consumed. 49 Since "every pleasure attained arouses the desire for further pleasure, which can never be satisfied," 50 no matter how much money Selim spends, he can never completely fill in the gap that he has created. This is due to the fact that "desire desires itself" 51 and continuously "re-emerges from its ashes." 52 Hence, Selim, the stranger astray, is unable to stabilise himself in the liquidity of society; moreover, his earthly pleasures-just like his spiritual values-merely remain as an incomplete scenario, as a vain attempt, and as a utopian promise.
The nature of money is open to change. Almost everything, including spirituality, can be measured and calculated in the change-so much so that even the most abstract values can be reduced to a changeable cost.
53
Just like in Selim's life, everything is re-fictionalised around the existence of money. 54 In addition to this, he "reckons with his merchants and customers, his domestic servants and often even with persons with whom he is obliged to have social intercourse." 55 Selim supposes that his newly-found money will make him more active and dynamic; however, he is drawn into an uncertainty in which everything is grey.
Eventually, Selim does not feel safe anymore, even in crowded streets.
The crowds in the city are not an opportunity for him to hide; instead, they make him feel like he can be easily hunted down. He escapes from policemen and customers as though they know his secret. He feels like he is being watched all of the time-especially by AR. The camera is always on his back. The director turns all of Istanbul's corners and backstreets into places of threat and confrontation in Selim's daily life.
Selim uses his money as a shield against external threats; nevertheless, the things that he buys with the [dirty] money makes his life more miserable. The message is obvious: dirty money does not bring with it peace and happiness. had an organised life; whereas now, even though he has more money, he has a much more labyrinthine life. In other words, his simple and easy life is now tangled and complicated. The money, which is the spider that spins his life, 56 pushes him into a labyrinth which does not have any exit. On the one hand, he has to fulfil his wife's expectations; 56) Frisby, Georg Simmel, 101. on the other, he has to resist Nihal's immoral proposals. He once believed that, if he could pay out money and give everyone what they want, all of his problems would be solved. 57 Selim pays, but nothing is solved. Just as the relationship between money and happiness is not symmetric, the more dilemmas, qualms and anxieties in the stranger's life, the more money he has to pay in order to deal with them. "The 'it'
(money) to be spent is the hoped-for reward for days filled to the brim with nerve-wrackingly hazardous choices and many sleepless night haunted by the horrors of false steps and wrong bets." 58 For this reason, what money can buy is not happiness itself but its unrealised promise.
59
Money does not resolve Selim's strangerhood; rather, it underlines his reality itself-so much so that money, which is seen as a kind of magical formula, turns, with time, into a curse which invites dark days into the protagonist's life. 57) According to Simmel, "money is completely detached from the person and puts an end to any further ramifications. When one pays money is completely quits, just as one is through with the prostitute after satisfaction is attained" (1971, 121 In the city in which there is no room for solidity, escaping from the fate of the stranger requires having a liquid body and a flexible mental condition-somewhat like that of being water, gas or smoke. Intermediate forms, although they have some negative associations, refer to this type of fictional adaptation process. They are negative because they justify playing all opposite roles at the same time. The stranger, however, is only allowed to play an ambiguous role and who does not even move one single step further. While the stranger is one who anchors himself, intermediate forms refer to a pragmatist, multiple-dimensional route which the stranger cannot utilise.
Conclusion: Intermediate Forms and Living in the Purgatory of the City
The first message that these three episodes give is that monetary relations and spiritual experiences cannot easily be isolated and separated from one another. Nevertheless, Selim cannot harmonise the contradictory variables between worldly desires and spiritual regulations without experiencing any internal conflicts or qualms; that is perhaps why the stranger cannot spend the found money with as much pleasure as he desires. Although "flexibility is the slogan of the day," 60 he cannot internalise a world in which everything is replaceable and casual enough to be transformed into a totally different value.
I elaborate upon this problematic issue in the light of the concept of 'intermediate forms. Money, 198. 67) It is a quite interesting and partially new situation to find these characteristics, which are normally peculiar to Protestant ethics, in Istanbul's Islamic tradition. According to Sufi philosophy, the phenomenological world, which is mortal and deceptive, should not be sanctified. Moreover, this world is considered as a place of trials and tribulations because of its being full of events, objects and relationships which seduce, perturb and oppress the human mind and soul. Worldliness is, in this sense, dealt with as a socio-psychological barrier to bliss, goodness and beauty. 68) Goodchild, Capitalism and Religion: The Price of Piety, 128. estates, and skyscrapers are supported with places of worship while these temples are filled with chain stores-so much so that, even sanctity can be brought to consumer-like believers as a material service. In the world of intermediate forms in Istanbul, moral values are "in stock" as if they were products to be displayed in vitrines.
Leyshon and Thrift point out that money, on the one hand, draws everything together and, on the other hand, creates a new distance between people. 69 According to them, money not only produces liberty but also threatens the moral order. 
